Word List

Adjective

afraid
I used to be afraid of the dark.

another
Do you want to play another game?

big
He ate a big piece of pie.

careful
“Be careful crossing the street.”

clean
I finally got my hands clean.

cold
It is very cold in the winter.

crooked
The picture on the wall is crooked.

dark
The stars are shining in the dark sky.

dirty
I got my hands dirty in the garden.

empty
The empty box will be filled with toys.
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fast
The fast runner won the race.

full
The basket is full of eggs.

gentle
“Be gentle when you pet Hoppy.”

gone
The cage is open and the mouse is gone.

hard
The piece of wood is hard.

heavy
This rock is very heavy.

hungry
I’m always hungry after swimming lessons.

little
Here’s a big bike and a little bike.

long
“The long rope is the most fun.”

loud
The tuba makes a loud noise.
messy
“Please clean this messy room.”

noisy
Those dogs are too noisy.

old
The old clogs have holes in them.

other
Now put on your other shoe.

pretty
The garden is so pretty.

quick
Hoppy is a very quick rabbit.

quiet
We need to be quiet in the library.

sad
I feel sad.

same
They both picked the same color.

scared
“I’m scared of your lizard.”
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sharp
Be careful! The blade is sharp.

sleepy
The sleepy baby wants a bottle.

slow
The clock on the table is slow.

small
This coat is too small for me.

soft
My pillow is big and soft.

sticky
My fingers are sticky.

thirsty
Bingo looks very thirsty.

this
This paper deserves an A+.

those
Those bunnies have long ears.

tired
Ty and Serena felt tired after the race.
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warm
It’s warm outside.

which
“Which piece of candy do you want?”
Adverb

again
“Again, again” he said.

here
“My missing shoe is under here.”

very
Our dog is very old.

where
Where did that ball go?
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Animals

alligator
The alligator is going in for a swim.

animals
Dogs, cats, and rabbits are animals found around the house.

ants
The ants go marching two by two, hurrah, hurrah.

bear
The bear is dozing in her cave.

bee
The bee says, “buzz, buzz.”

bird
A blue bird is sitting on the fence.

butterfly
A black and orange butterfly landed on my shoe.

camel
The camel is a desert animal.

cat
My cat likes to lie in the sun.

caterpillar
Watch the caterpillar inch along the twig.
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chickens
Time to feed the chickens.

cow
This is a Jersey cow.

deer
Two deer are eating grass in the meadow.

dinosaur
This dinosaur is eating ferns and leaves.

dogs
Hayley is taking her dogs for a walk.

dolphin
This is a playful dolphin.

donkey
My donkey has a gray coat and a black mane.

elephant
The elephant is a plant-eater.

frogs
Bingo likes to chase frogs.

giraffe
Can you count the spots on this giraffe?
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goat
My goat eats everything!

goose
Dusty has a pet goose.

guinea pigs
May has two guinea pigs.

hippo
The huge hippo likes to stay cool.

horse
This horse has a saddle on his back.

lamb
The lamb scampers around the barnyard.

lion
The lion gave a loud “roar”.

monkey
There’s a baby monkey.

mouse
A mouse lives in our house.

octopus
An octopus has eight arms.
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oink
“Oink, oink” said the piglet.

owl
An owl hunts at night.

penguins
These penguins live on the ice.

pig
Our pig had five piglets.

quack
The little duck says, “Quack, quack.”

rabbit
Hoppy loves his rabbit garden.

rooster
Some people wake up to a crowing rooster.

snake
Diego has a pet snake.

spider
A spider can be helpful.

squirrel
A squirrel came to our picnic.
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starfish
The starfish is stuck to the rock.

tiger
The tiger is climbing a tree in the jungle.

turkey
Serena saw a wild turkey on the playground.

zebra
You might see a zebra in Africa.

zoo
The sign points the way to the zoo.
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Color

black
Blackie is a pretty black cat.

blue
Blue is my favorite color.

brown
Marcie walks her small brown dog every day.

green
Green is my favorite color.

orange
This orange is sweet and juicy.

purple
This birthday cake has five purple candles on it.

red
Bingo has a red chew toy.

yellow
She put some yellow daisies in her garden.
Food

apple
I like to eat the skin on my apple.

applesauce
Applesauce is delicious on pancakes.

banana
Hayley is eating a banana.

bread
Marcie likes to bake bread.

breakfast
Diego likes waffles for breakfast.

carrots
Hoppy loves to eat carrots and carrot tops.

cereal
Sandy likes to eat a bowl of cereal in the morning.

cheese
These three mice love to eat cheese.

chocolate
Would you like a piece of chocolate cake?

corn
The corn is next to the carrots.
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**cracker**
“This cracker is too salty.”

**dinner**
My family eats dinner late on Sunday.

**french fries**
“May I please have one of your french fries?”

**fruit**
What is your favorite fruit?

**grapes**
“May I pick some grapes?”

**hamburger**
This hamburger smells good.

**ice cream**
We had ice cream at the party.

**jelly**
My favorite is grape jelly.

**juice**
George drank a glass of juice.

**lollipop**
She wants either gum or a lollipop.
lunch
It’s time for lunch and everyone is hungry.

milk
Milk can come from cows or goats.

noodles
Sandy likes noodles with no sauce.

nuts
Grandma put nuts in the cookies.

peanut butter
We’re out of peanut butter.

peanuts
They like to eat peanuts.

pickle
“Please give me a big pickle.”

pizza
Hayley likes pineapple on her pizza.

popcorn
We like to eat popcorn and watch movies.

popsicle
There’s only one popsicle left.
pretzel
“May I have a pretzel with cheese, please?”

raisin
Put on a raisin for the nose.

sandwich
Sometimes I eat a sandwich for lunch.

snack
Diego likes a snack after school.

soda
I would like a soda with my salad.

soup
Dad made vegetable soup for dinner.

spaghetti
I eat spaghetti with a fork and spoon.

strawberries
Dusty is eating the ripe strawberries.

toast
She is having toast and jam for breakfast.

watermelon
This watermelon is red and juicy.
yogurt
George likes frozen yogurt on a hot day.
Preposition

above
May’s forehead is above her eyebrows.

after
Dusty got a cast after he broke his leg.

around
George walked around the lamp post.

before
Hoppy ate his food before he hopped to the door.

below
The airplane is below the cloud.

beside
George stands beside the oak tree.

for
I have a present for you.

next to
The brushes are next to the paint.

off
He jumps off the diving board.

over
Our ball went over the fence.
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under
The baby giraffe is under its mother.

with
“Please come with me.”
Pronoun

her
Her hat is purple.

hers
It’s not my hat, it’s hers.

his
His dog walks beside him.

myself
I made the cake myself!

our
“Our playground has a slide.”

she
She is my best friend.

something
Something is wrong with my bike.

their
Their coats are different colors.

them
Sandy wants to play with them.

these
These books belong on that shelf.
they
They played all day in the leaves.

us
Dad brought the roller blades to us.

your
Your skateboard looks new.
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Quantity

a lot
This baby has a lot of presents.

all
The birds ate all the birdseed.

each
Each child got a lollipop.

every
Every mouse is wearing a hat.

first
She is first in line. He is second.

five
Our dog had five puppies.

four
She found four shells on the beach.

last
It’s the last leaf on the tree.

more
“More cookies, please.”

much
I think I ate too much candy.
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seven
I checked out seven books!

six
Sandy is six years old.

some
Some of the cookies are burnt.

three
This shape has three sides.
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Time

fall
The leaves are orange and red in the fall.

later
It’s later than I thought.

morning
I make my bed every morning.

night
He walks on the beach at night.

spring
Plant a garden in the spring.

summer
Summer days are long and lazy.

then
I ran a race, then I was tired.

tomorrow
Tomorrow is Monday.

winter
The woods are pretty in winter.

yesterday
Yesterday I went to the playground.